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Housing

Labour Market

ALBERTA

Housing for large families
scarce and expensive.
Migration from other
provinces creates high
demand.

Potential for new
workers, semi-skilled
drying up. Need skilled
persons. Migration
problem.

Good- excellent facilities. Employment often
preferred to lang.
training.

Potential good, if
developed. Formal
sponsors, informal
sponsors.

All accepting. Some
perception of negative
feelings. Decline sponsorship- why not help
other refugees.

SASKATCHEWAN

OK- urban. Rural- scarce.
Higher priced onlyproblem after ref. on own.

Drought- sluggish
market. Predict lower
paying jobs becoming
scarcer.

Ok community colleges.

Initial interest declining.
Attitude reserved.

Strain on CEIC resources
Need breathing space.
Great #’s a problem.

MANITOBA

OK- urban. Problems in
rural areas.

Substantial decline in
opportunities. Drought
towards Winnipeg.
Problem – refugees
now looking for “better”
jobs.

No problem.

Low response to date.

Sponsor groups still
supportive – some
suggestion that
saturation point has been
reached.

ONTARIO

Housing becoming
difficult to find at
reasonable price.

Jobs a major problem.

Public interest
dwindling.

Public acceptance of
refugees positive.
Interest declining.
Smaller communities
reached saturation.

QUEBEC

Cities- OK, small families.
Rents high- allowances
not changed. OK- small
villages/allocation for rent
still too low.

Employment services
inadequate. All
refugees need
retraining. 6 mos.
French not sufficient.
Shift to large cities.

OK in smaller centres.
Parish structures helpful. Need publicity if more
interest to be aroused.

Small villages – very
good. Larger places –
early enthusiasm waning.
Perception that only
immediate families
should now be brought.
Reached level. Need to
beef up govt. services if
signif. # to continue.

Facilities straining
in Mtl. Methodology not
adapted to orientals and
illiterates. Better in
smaller institution in
villages.

Comm. Attitudes

Comments
Could
absorb
800.

Vol. of
family/
assisted
rel. app.
May absorb most
places.
Could
Take 8000
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N. BRUNSWICK

OK in larger centres.
Problem in rural.

Unemployment high.

Language facilities OK.
Need training for all.

Not a large volunteer
force to tap.

P.E.I.

No problems.

Limited opportunities.

No problem.

Interest declined.
Could be roused.

NOVA SCOTIA

Urban area vacancy
rate very low. Rural
area not as big a
problem.

Potential not good
for unskilled, semiskilled.

Level of CMTP training
could be maintained

NEWFOUNDLAND

Housing shortage.

Potential limited.
Traces of resentment
in labour market.

Comm. Attitudes

Comments

Sponsorship interest
waning.

Could
absorb
100 in
urban
areas.

Available in rural
areas, but esp. in
urban areas.

Reception good, but
sponsorship potential
low.

Perception
that we
have “done
our part”.

Only handle sponsored
in future.

Initially favourable.
Declining.

